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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [8] Levin and Nohel have investigated the following 
nonlinear integrodifferential system arising in reactor dynamics. 
4 4 = %6(4 4 + rl(x) (p(t) - P*) (t > 0, --co < x < co), 
G’(t) = (W>PW - wi 9 (t > 0) i = l,..., m, 
(0.1) 
p’(t) = -p(t) Srn 44 u(t, 4 dx - W)PW + 5 W&) (t > O), 
-co i=l 
40,x) = $(x)9 Ci(0) = Cio (i = l,..., m), P(O) = PO 3 (0.2) 
where u is the incremental temperature from equilibrium, Ci is the concentra- 
tion of the ith group delayed neutron precursor, p is the instantaneous 
power, and all the others are prescribed physical quantities. The term 
szW W(X) u(t, x) dx measures the incremental temperature feedback reactivity. 
(For more detailed physical meaning of these quantities see, e.g. [l]). In the 
system (O.l), (0.2) the reactor model is considered as an infinite rod and thus 
the temperature deviation u varies only along the rod. In actual reactor 
systems, however, the temperature is a function of position x, which may 
be one, two or three dimensional. Thus it is more realistic to consider the 
heat equation for u in a higher dimensional spatial domain (cf. [l]). In this 
paper we consider a more general system of integrodifferential equations in 
the form 
u,(t, x> = Lu + f(t, x, u, P) (t E (0, Tl, x E Q), 
Gw = (PiloP - W(t) (tE(O,T]), i=l,..., m, 
p’(t) = -&P) - W>PW + f  wiw (t 6 (0, TI), (1.1) 
i=l 
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where Q is an open domain in the euclidean space Rn, f is a (possibly non- 
linear) continuous function of u, p E (-co, oo), t E [0, T], x E 0 (the closure 
of 52) and 
The spatial domain Q can either be bounded or unbounded. Thus if r 
denotes the boundary of Q, then, in general, I’ consists of a bounded part r, 
and an unbounded part r, . The boundary condition to be considered is 
given by 
a&, x) g + a&, x) u = 0 (t E (0, TI, x E m 
lim u(t, X) = 0 x+r, (t E (0, TI), 
(1.2) 
where v is the outward normal unit vector on the bounded surface I’, , and 
% 7 012 are continuous functions on [0, T] x r, such that ~~i(t, x) > 0, 
as(t, X) > 0. The initial conditions are 
u(O, 4 = 4(x), q(o) = ci, (i = l,..., m), Pi(O) = PO 9 (x E sz). 
(1.3) 
It is to be mentioned that either the bounded boundary r, or the unbounded 
part r, of r can be empty. Thus, Q is the whole space R” if I’, is 
empty while it is a bounded domain, if r, is empty. In this case only one 
of the boundary conditions in (1.2) appears. The general consideration 
includes the frequently discussed geometry in physical problems such as a 
half-space, an infinite or semiinfinite cylinder, an interior or exterior of a 
bounded medium, etc. 
Th e purpose of this paper is to show the existence of a unique classical 
solution to the system (l.l)-(1.3) and t o g ive a constructive method for the 
determination of the solution. Our approach to the problem is by successive 
approximations. In some special cases, which include the system (O,l), 
(0,2), explicit formulas for the calculation of the approximations are given. 
Throughout this paper we always assume that the coefficients aij , bi , c of 
L are continuous on [0, T] X 0 with c(t, x) < 0 and for some constant 
a, > 0, 
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for every [ = (ti ,..., [,) E Rn. The initial function 4(x) is assumed continuous 
on a and satisfying the boundary condition (1.2). For physical reasons, we 
also assume that w(x), p, /?i , hi are nonnegative, & is positive and 
ws s 5) w(x) dx < co, SE f Pi- i=l 
Concerning the function f, which may be nonlinear in u, p, we make the 
following assumptions. 
(H,) There exists positive constants p*, p such that for every 
(4 4 E P, q x -Q, 
f(f, x, % P) > 0 when P >PY uc(--CO, a>, (1.4) 
If(4 x9 *1 ,A) -f(C x9 u2 7P2N GPO *1 - 112 I + IPl - P2 I) 
(% , Pi E (-Co, Co)). 
(1.5) 
Notice that if q(x) is bounded nonnegative on 0 (which is physically the 
case), then the function 
f(f, x, % P) = r](x) (P - P*> (1.6) 
satisfies all the conditions in (H,). 
In case the effect of delayed neutrons is neglected then Eq. (1.1) reduces to 
u,(C x) = Lu + f(4 x, @, P), 
P’W = d% P)- 
(1.7) 
The boundary condition remains the same as in (1.2) while the initial con- 
ditions become 
@A x) = 4(x), P(O) = PO . U.8) 
We also discuss the existence and the construction of a solution for the 
system (1.7), (1.8), (1.2). 
The integrodifferential system in a transformed form of (1.7), (1.8), (1.2) 
has been repeatedly investigated in recent years by Levin and Nohel [6,7], 
Bronikowsi [2], Bronikowsi, Hall and Nohel [3], and Miller [9]; and many 
interesting results on the asymptotic behavior of a solution are obtained. 
In their work, however, the reactor model is always considered as either a 
finite or an infinite rod (i.e., Q is an interval in Rl). On the other hand, if 
the function f is independent of p, then the first equation in (1.7) together 
with the boundary condition (1.2) and the initial condition ~(0, X) = 4(x) 
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becomes a classical initial-boundary value problem. This uncoupled non- 
lknear problem has been investigated by Chan [4] and by Sattinger [12] for 
a bounded spatial domain and by the author [lo] for an arbitrary domain 
(i.e., bounded or unbounded) using the approach of successive approxima- 
tions. The approach of the present paper for the coupled system (1.1)-( 1.3) 
is closely related to that given in [lo] and is motivated by the idea used in [ 1 l] 
for the treatment of a coupled system of Boltzmann equations arising in 
neutron transport problems. This approach involves successive approxima- 
tions of some uncoupled linear initial-boundary problems. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe our approach 
to the problem (1 .1)-(1.3) an s d h ow the existence of a unique solution to a 
“modified problem” by the method of successive approximations. It is shown 
in Section 3 that the solution of the modified problem is in fact the unique 
solution of the original problem. Section 4 deals with the existence and the 
construction of a solution for the problem (1.7) (I .8), (1.2). 
2. METHOD OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS 
In this section we describe our approach to the problem by the method of 
successive approximations. Under some modifications of the third equation 
in (1.1) we prove an existence theorem for a “modified problem”. The result 
of this theorem will be used to show the existence of a unique solution for 
the original problem (I .l)-(1.3) in the next section. 
Let J = [0, T], D = (0, T] x J2 and a = [0, T] x a. Denote by C(D) 
the Banach space of all bounded continuous functions u(t, X) on D with 
norm 
II UllD = supa 44 41; (4 4 E m. 
Similarly denote by C(a), C(J) th e B anach space of all bounded continuous 
functions on a, J, respectively, with their norms given by 
- 
II ullsa = supa +)I; x EQ;2) (u E c&9>, 
II u IIJ = supil u(t>l; t E J> (u E C(J)>* 
Let 5Y = C(D) x C(j) x *.a x C(J) be the product space, where 
cm x .‘. x C(J) is taken (m +l) times. With the usual definition of 
addition and scalar multiplication the space 55” equipped with the norm 
Ii u IIS = /I uo IID + II Ul IL + *.* + II %+1 IIJ (U=(Uo,Ul,...+Um+l)E~) 
is also a Banach space. 
We next transform the problem( 1 .l)-( 1.3) by letting u,, = e-Y%, ui = e-Wi 
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(i = l,..., m), um+r = e-+p, where y > 0 is a real constant to be chosen. 
Then Eq. (1.1) reduces to 
@oh - (L - Y> *o = foho 9 %+1) (t, 4 ((4 x) E 01, 
%’ + Y”i = f&i , %+1) (t), i = I,..., m (t E (0, TI), 
4n+1 + Pm+1 =fm+d~o Y % >-**9 %+J @> (t E (0, TJ), 
and the boundary and initial conditions become 
a&, x> 2 (4 x> + c&, x> ql(4 x> = 0 (t E (0, Tl, x E r,), 
lim u,(t, x) = 0 x+r, (t E (0, T]), 
uo(O, 4 = d(x), q(O) = Cd0 (i = l,..., m), %+1(O) = PO 9 
where 
fo(uo , s+,) (4 x> = e-93 *, eYtUo(4 , e%&t)), 





fm+&o 7 %9**-9 %?a+1 > (t) = --e-5+?70(t), e%t)) + C +4(t) - (P/O %+dt). 
i=l 
(2.4) 
In the last relation in (2.4), qo(t) is defined by 
QOW = s 5) 44 uo(t, 4 dx. 
Thus the existence and uniqueness problem of (l.l)-(1.3) follows from th/e 
same as for (2.1)-(2.3). 
Consider the linear equation 
bolt - (L - Y) uo = h(t, 4 ((4 4 E 0) (2.5) 
together with the boundary condition (2.2) and the initial condition 
uo(Q 4 = 5w (x E a (2.6) 
where h is a given function in C(D). I n order to describe our method of 
successive approximations we make the following assumptions. 
(H,) For some closed subset S of C(D), f maps S x C(j) into S and 
the linear problem (2.9, (2.6), (2.2) has a unique solution U, E S. 
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Rumark 2.1. The existence of a solution to the linear problem (2.5), 
(2.6), (2.2) can be insured under sufficiently smooth condition on the bound- 
ary of s2 and some conditions of Holder continuity on f, h, (6, 01~ , a2 and the 
coefficients of L, where S may be taken as the set of Holder continuous 
functions (cf. [S, p. 3201). Furthermore, the closed property of S is used to 
insure that the limit function is also in S (see Remark 2.2). 
Let $1 E S, ~1”) E C(J) (i = l,..., m + 1) be given. Then by (Ha) we can 
construct a sequence {r@:(t, x), u:“(t),..., ~&~(t)} of functions in % from the 
following system. 
(Up)t - (L - y) ZP = fo(up’, u~$‘) (t, x), 
(ul”)’ + pi(L) = f&&l’, z&y) (t), (i = l,..., m), 
(z&J + y&,, =fm+l(up), 2$--l),..., z&T;‘, (t), 
au(") 
%tt, '1 av --!L + cd&, x) uy = 0 
lim z&t, x) = 0 .x+r, 
(2.7) 
P-8) 
@)(a x) = $(x)3 up)(O) = Cc0 (i = l,..., m), 4%(O) = PO 9 (2.9) 
where k = 1, 2,.... The process of construction is as follows. Starting with 
k = 1, we can find a unique function z#)(r, x) satisfying the first equation 
in (2.7) together with the boundary condition (2.8) and the first initial 
condition in (2.9). This is possible since f(ub”), u$$) is known. For each 
i = I,..., m + I, we solve the uncoupled ordinary differential equation in 
(2.7), subject to the corresponding initial condition in (2.9) to obtain a 
solution u;‘)(t). This is again possible since each fi is a known function. 
Replacing I&‘), u\‘),..., z&r by the obtained functions z#), u:‘),..., U$ and 
continuing the same process we can determine a sequence (@), II:‘),..., ugin} 
satisfying the system (2.7)-(2.9) for every k = 1, 2,.... The aim of this 
section is to show that under the assumption (1.5) in (H,) and a stronger 
condition on g(q,p) the sequence {~a), ui’),..., z&,} converges to a unique 
solution of the problem (2.1)-(2.3). T o achieve this goal we first formulate 
the problem (2.1)-(2.3) as an operator equation in the Banach space S. 
Define operators A,, Ai (; = I,..., m + 1) in C(n) and C(J), respectively, 
by 
Aouo = @oh - (L - r> uo tuo E WON, 
(2.10) 
Aiui = ui’ + pi , i=l ,..., m + 1 hi E Wi)), 
409/48/2-I 1 
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where for each i = 0, I,..., m + 1, D(Ai) is the domain of Aa defined by 
D(A,) = {u,, E C(D); (u& , Lu, E C(a) and us satisfies (2.2), (2.3)}, 
D(Ai) = {ui E C(j); ui’ E C(j) and U,(O) = Ci,} (i = l,..., m), (2.11) 
Wm+d = {urn+1 E C(J); &+n+l E C(J) and um+l(O> = ~01. 
Then A, is an operator with domain D(A,) and range R(A,) both in C(D) 
and for each i = I,..., m + 1, Ai is an operator with D(Ai) and R(A,) both 
in C(j). Next define operators ~2, 9 in 55 by 
a’u = (Aouo , A,u, ,.-.t Am+~,+d (U = (uo , ~1 ,..., urn,,) E DW’4)), 
S(U) = u&o > %+1)7fl(U1 P %+l)Y*9fm(um > %n+1>,fm+&o 9 Ul t**-t %n+d 
(U = (uo 9 Ul ,*-*, %+1) E q 
where D(d) is the domain of ~2 given by 
(2.12) 
D(d) = D(A,) x D(A,) x I** x D(A,+J. (2.13) 
Then ~2 is an operator with D(s2) and range R(d) both in 9” and 9 maps 
the whole space S into itself. With this definition, the problem (2.1)-(2.3) 
becomes an operator equation 
sdu = F(U) (u E D(4) (2.14) 
in the Banach space 3. The requirement of U in D(d) insures that the 
components uO, u, ,..., u,,, of U satisfy the boundary and initial conditions 
(2.2), (2.3). Hence, the proof of the existence of a solution to the problem 
(2.1)-(2.3) is reduced to show the existence of a function U E D(d) such that 
s?U = 9(U) in 3. In order to accomplish this, we first prepare the following 
lemmas. For convenience, we set 
F = sup{c(t, x); (t, X) ED}. 
Notice that F < 0 by hypothesis. 
(2.15) 
LEMMA~.~. Foranyy>Oandeuchi=1,..., mfl, 
II Aouo - Aovo IID 3 (Y - 4 II uo - vo IID ho , vo E Wo)h 
II Atui - &vi lb 3 Y II ui - vi IIJ (Ui > Vi E D(A))* 
(2.16) 
Moreover, for each i = 0, l,..., m + 1, the inverse operator Ai1 exists on 
R(Ai) and 
II 4% - Ah IID < (Y - 3-l II ~1 - wg IID (~1, ~2 6 WA,)), c2 17) 
II A,lw, - 4’~ IL < Y-I II WI- ~2 IIJ (~1, w2~WiN. 
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Prooj. We begin with the first inequality in (2.16). Let u = us - a, 
and let (to , x,,) be any point in D such that (1 u [In = / ~(t, , xs)[ . We first 
show that 
eo 7 x0) (AOUO - Aovo) Go 3 x0> z (r - c(to 7 x0)) I 4to 3 xo)l”* (2.18) 
The above relation is trivial if n(ts , x0) = 0. We thus only consider the case 
u(t, , x0) # 0. Since u(t a , x0) is either a positive maximum or a negative 
minimum on D, the boundary and initial conditions (2.2), (2.3) imply that 
t, # 0 and x0 $ r. Notice that u satisfies the boundary condition (2.2) with 
u(0, x) = 0, since u i , u2 are in D(A,). Knowing x,, E Sz, we have 
%,(4l 3 x0) = 0, (i = l,..., n), 
tit1 dto , x0) uae,,.(to , x0) g 0 according to 4to , x0> 2 0 
(cf. [5, p. 341). Since t, E (0, T], we also have 
%(ql , x0) = 0 if to E (0, q, 
%(T, x0) 2 0 according to u(T, x0) 2 0. 
But by the definition of A,, 




We see from (2.19)-(2.21) that (2.18) holds. It follows from the relation 
l/j u IID II Aou, - Aowo IID >, u(to , ~0) (AA, - Aow,) (to , x,,) 3 (y - f) II 46 
that the first inequality in (2.16) is proven. 
To show the second inequality in (2.16), we observe from the definition 
of A, that 
u(t) (AA - 44 = (4) (u2(t)>’ + p2(t) (t E (0, Tlh 
and u(0) = 0, where u(t) = u*(t) - Qt). Hence, if t, E [0, T] is such that 
11 u jjJ = I I] , then (am)’ > 0 at t = to and thus 
u(to) Vb&o) - Aidto)) 2 yU2(to). (2.22) 
From the relation 
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we obtain the second relation in (2.16). Finally the existence of Ai1 
(i = 0, I,..., m + 1) and the relations in (2.17) follow directly from (2.16). 
This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any y  > 0, 
II -0lUl - ==fu, II% B Y II Ul - u2 IIT (Ul 9 G? E D(4). (2.23) 
Moreover, the inverse opmator SF exists and 
II d-lW1 - &-lW, IIS < y-l II Wl - w, llx wl , ~5 E R(4). (2.24) 
Proof. Let U, = {u, , u1 ,..., u,+r}, U, = (vO , vr ,..., v,+~} be elements 
in D(d). Then, by definition, 
and by Lemma 2.1 we have 
II &Ul - dU2 III = II Aouo - Aovo IID + II 4% - 4% II, + -*. 
+ IIA m+1%?a+1 -A m+1%+1 IL 
2 All uo - vo IID + II % - Vl IL + **. + II %a+1 - %a+1 II,) 
= Y II Ul - u, /Ix * 
This proves (2.23). The existence of zP1 and the inequality (2.24) follows 
immediately from (2.23). 
In order to prove the existence of a solution to (2.14) we require that 
each fi (i = 0, l,..., m + 1) satisfies a global Lipschitz condition which is 
not fulfdled by the function fm+l since g(p, p) only satisfies a local Lipschit? 
condition. To overcome this difficulty, we choose some constants Ml , Mi 
(to be determined later) and define a modification g so that &, p) satisfies a 
global Lipschitz condition while it coincides with g(p, p) when 1 4 1 < M, 4 
1 p 1 < M, . Specifically, we define &,p) as follows. 
/ A+79 P) if 141 GM,, IPI <MM,, 
gO’4 , P> if q>M,, IPI GM27 
d--Ml > P) if q<--Ml, IPI GM,, 
gk, WJ if 141 GM,, P 2 J4, 
&q, P) = g(q> --MJ if 141 GM,, P < -Mz, (2.25) 
g(Ml a Ma) if q>MM,, PAM,, 
g(W > --MJ if q > Ml , P < -MS, 
d--Ml > MS) if q < -Ml, P 3 M, , 
g(--IM, 3 --MJ if q<--Ml, P\(--Ml. 
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The above definition of 6 shows that 
l&l >Pl) - &2 ,P,)l G Ml I41 - !I2 I + M2 If1 - $2 I 
for any qi , pi E (- 00, 00) (; = 1,2) which, in turn, implies that 
(2.26) 
/ e-Ytf(eytql , evlp,) - e-yt&eytqz , eylpJ[ 
< e+[M, / eYtq, - eYtq2 ( + M, / eYtpl - eytp2 i] 
=~lIql-~2I+~2lPl-P2I~ 
It follows from the above relation that for any pi , pi E C(j), 
stuT I e-9%37&), e’k(t>> - e-%Ye?72(t), e+2(t>>l 
G Ml II 41 - q2 11~ + M2 11 PI - P2 l/J. 
(2.27) 
Now define functions ibn+, , @ by 
n 
im+,C~o S..’ , s+d (4 = --e-9?WtqoW, eYth+&)) + 1 +4(t) - (P/4 %+dt), 
i=l 
Then we have the following. 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that the Condition (1.5) in (H,) holds. Then Sf 
saiisjks the Lipschitz condition 
II m w  - 97~2)ll:, < Kll Wl - w2 11% Wl, w,Eq, (2.29) 
iwhere 
K = max{p + GM, , p + M, + 2/3/k’, 24 ,..., 2X,}. (2.30) 
Proof Let W, = (wO, w, ,..., w~+~), W, = (v,, , q ,..., a,+J be elements 
,in 3. Then by the Condition (1.5) in (H,), 
I foe% 3 %+d - .a% > %+,)I G P(l wo - uo I + I %a+1 - 'urn+1 I)> 
iwhich implies that 
iI f&II J %n+d -fob0 9 %,l)llD G P(ll wo - WOIII) + II %n,l - %+1 IIJ). 
(2.31) 
The linear property offi for i = l,..., m shows that 
ilfi(wi ,%+I) - fitwi ,w ~5+Jll.7 G Iti II Woi - *i l/J + (Pi/4 Ii WWI+I - %+I I/J. 
(2.32) 
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In view of the Condition (2.27) and the definition off,+1 , we have 
Since 
we obtain from (2.33), (2.34) that 
G sMl II wO - OO IID + f h II wi - wi IIJ + t"2 + B/Oil w7n+l - wm+l IIJ 
i=l 
(2.35 
It follows from (2.31), (2.32) and (2.35) that 
II @Wl> - @W,)lla d (P + &Ml) II wo - uo IID + f 2& II wi - vi IIJ 
i=l 
This proves (2.29) and thus the lemma. 
In the following theorem we show that if the function fm+l is 
by fm+l 9 then the problem (2.1)-(2.3), called the “modified problem” 
(2.1)-(2.3), has a unique solution. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that (H,) and the Condition (1.5) in (HI) Md, 
Then for any y > K, the sequence { U(“‘} = (I&~), u:“) ,..., I&,} determinedjkn 
the system (2.7)-(2.9), where fm+l is replaced by fm+, , conwerges to a u?J&@ 
solution u = (u. ) 111 )...) urn+1 ) of the “modified probEem” (2.1H2.3). Furtheri 
more, 
K 
11 Vk) - U((x < - - ( ) 
K k-1 (1 U(l) - U’O’ 11% , 
--K Y 
h = 1, 2 ,.... 
Y 
(2.36) 
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Proof. Let W = (wO, w1 ,..., wpn+J with WOES, w~EC(J) (i = l,...,m) 
be given. Then by (Ha) there exists u,, E D(A) n S and ui E D(AJ such that 
4% = fo(% 3 %+1h 
A& =fi(wi ) wm+l) (i = l)...) m), 
&+~m+l =fmfwo > ~1 T...> wm+J- 
The above relations are equivalent to the existence of a function 
u = (%I 7 % ,***, %n+d E w4 
such that dU = @(IV). I n view of Lemma 2.2, we may write 
U = d01-~#(W). Since for any W, , W, E S x F(J), where U(J) is the pro- 
duct space of C(J) taken (m + 1)-times, the results in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 
imply that 
/( d-‘sq W,) - d-?9( w&J- < y-l [( .@( W,) - S( W,)~~~ 
< yelK Ii WI - W2 l/z. 
This shows that the operator &al-l@ is a contraction mapping on S x %(I). 
It follows from the contraction property of d-l@ that the sequence 
determined recursively from 
j-J(k) = &l@(pl,), k = 1, 2,..., (2.37) 
converges to a unique function U E S x V(J) such that U = &ae-‘$( U) and 
the error estimate (2.36) holds. This shows that U E D(d) and &CT = .#( U), 
which proves that the “modified problem” (2.1)-(2.3) has a unique solution 
ZJ = (z+, , ui ,..., ++r) E S x V?(J). Since (2.37) is the operator equation for 
the system (2.7)-(2.9) except withf,,, replaced byfm+i , the convergence of 
the sequence (ubk), uik),..., u$$r} d etermined from this system to a unique 
solution U of the modified problem (2.1)-(2.3) follows immediately. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 2.2. In case the subset S is arbitrary (not necessarily closed) 
then the sequence Uk) determined from (2.37) converges to a unique element 
U E 55 (ua may not be in S). In this situation we let A0 be the closure of A, 
in the sense that for any sequence {u(i)} in D(A,) with u(j) -+ uO , A,@ -+ w 
as j -+ co, then uO E D(&,) and &,u, = w. The operator & is unambiguously 
defined, that is, if {w(n) is another sequence in D(A,) with w(i) -+ u,, , 
A,a(i) - w*, then w* = w. This follows from the usual definition of the 
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closure of a closable linear operator, except in the present case the domain 
D(A,) is not a linear subspace when d(x) + 0. Now let 
for U E D(d), where 
D(d) = D(&) x D(A,) x *-* x D(A,+J. 
Then it is easily seen from Lemma 2.1 that (2.16) holds for &, and thus 
A@ exists and satisfies (2.24) with &-I replaced by 2-l. Since 
&qy'k' = &(U("-1') and U@’ -+ U, $( Uk-i’) + s(U) as k -+ co, we have 
U E D(d) and A?U = g(U). In this case the solution U is in the above 
extended sense. 
From the definition of the functions ui (i = 0, I,..., m + l), we conclude 
that the function 8 = (2i(t, x), Cl(t),..., &Jt),$(t)), where zi = e%, , 
&i = eytui (i = l,..., m), $ = e%,+i , is the unique solution of the “modified 
problem” (l.l)-(1.3) is in the sense that U satisfies (l.l)-(1.3) with g(p, p) 
replaced by &, p). Furthermore, by letting zP’ = e%@‘, Cjk’ = e%ik’, 
p(k) = eYtugi, for each K = 1, 2 ,..., the sequence {zP’, Clk’ ,..., Cg’, pfk’] 
converges to the unique solution 6. Since for each k = 1,2,..., the function 
U(“’ = (u&k’, uik’,..., z&) satisfies the system (2.7)-(2.9), we see that the 
sequence {u(~‘, Cl”,..., Cg’,p(k’} can be determined from the system 
(k) 
ut 
- LU(k) = f(& x, u(k-I), py, 
(@‘)’ = (&/e)p’“-1’ - h&l), i = l,..., m, (2.38) 
(p(k))’ = -&‘k-l’,p(k-1’) _ (jj/e)p’“-1’ + f h&;k-l’, 
i=l 
&4(k) 
%(4 4 7 + a2(t, x) u'k' = 0 (t E (0, T], x E F,), 
lim zP’(t, X) = 0 (t E (0, Tl), x-c, 
(2.39) 
zik)(O, x) = 9(x), C?‘(O) = CiO (i = l,..., m), P’“‘(0) = PO , (2.40) 
for k = 1, 2,..., where q’“‘(t) = JD w(x) zJk’(t, z) dx. This observation leads 
to the following conclusion. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that (Ha) und tke Condition (1.5) in (H,) hold. Then 
the sequence {u(Ic), Cik),..., Cz’, pck)) determined from the system (2.38)-(2.40), 
converges to a unique solution 0 = (I.& &l ,... , c;, , 4) of the “mod$ied problem”l 
(l.l)-(1.3) (i.e., with g(p, p) replaced by j(q, p)). 
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In the following section, we show that the function 0 given in Theorem 
2.2 is in fact the unique solution of the original problem (1 .l)-(1.3). Notice 
that if the Green’s function of the uncoupled linear problem (2.5), (2.6), (2.2) 
is known, then the sequence {u@), Cl’“),..., Cg), pcR)) can be explicitly given. 
A simple example will also be given in the following section. 
3. THE PROBLEM WITH DELAYED NEUTRONS 
In the previous section it is shown that the “modified problem” (l.l)-( 1.3) 
(i.e., with g(q, p) replaced by &, 9)) has a unique solution 
which can be constructed from the system (2.38)-(2&l). If we can show by a 
suitable choice of Ml , M, that this solution satisfies the condition 
then since ,&, p) coincides with g(p,p) when 1 4 j < Ml , 1 p ) < M, , the 
function o((t, X) is the unique solution of the original problem (1 .l)-( 1.3). 
Before proving (3.1), we establish some properties for a solution of the original 
problem. These properties will be needed in the determination of the 
constants Ml , M, in the definition of &, p). 
LEMMA 3.1. If (u(t, x), C,(t),..., C,(t),p(t)) is a solution of the problem 
(l.l)--(1.3) thenp(t), C{(t) (i = I,..., m) are allpositiwe on [0, T].If, in addition, 
the condition (1.4) in (Hi) holds then p(t), Ci(t) are bounded on [0, T] by some 
constant K, . 
Proof To show the first part of the lemma, we follow the same arguments 
given in [g]. Assume, by contradiction, that this were not the case. Then 
since p(O) =p, > 0, Ci(0) = Ci, > 0 (i = I,..., m), there exists t, > 0 
such that p(t) > 0, Ci(t) > 0 for t E [0, tl) and 
min{P(td, ClC4>,..., G(4)> = 0. 
But from the second equation in (1 .I), 
C&A = Go exp(--h& + GW) f1p(4 exp(--h& - 4) dT 
0 
> C, exp(--Xi&). 
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We must have p(tl) = 0. It follows from the third equation in (1.1) that 
PVl> = f W&l) > 0, 
i=l 
which together with p(t) > 0 on [0, tr) show that p(tl) = 0 is impossible. 
We next show that p(t) is bounded on [0, T]. Assume, by contradiction, 
that p(t) is unbounded. Then there exists TO E (0, T] such that p(t) < cc 
for t E [0, TO) and p(t) + co, as t -+ TO . Since j3 = Cy=, /J , addition of the 
second and third equation in (1.1) gives 
Y’(t) = -c&(t), P(t)) = -P(t) s, w(x) u(t, x) dx, (3.2) 
where 
The above equation together with the unboundedness of p(t) imply that 
q* E lim t-tT, sa W(X) u(t, x) dx = - 00. s (3.3) 
To see this we observe from (3.2) that 
r’(t) < 0 at t=T,, if q* > 0; 
and for some finite Q, 
I WI G QPW on CO, ToI if -co <q* GO. 
The first inequality is impossible since y(t) + co, as t -+ T,, , and the second 
inequality is also impossible since it would imply that p(t) is bounded on 
[0, TO]. Therefore, (3.3) must hold. It follows from 
s P w(x) u(t, x) dx > cz ;$u(t, x)) 
and (3.3) that 
pl(in~ u(t, x)) = -co. 
0 
(3.4) 
In view of the unboundedness of p(t) at t = T,, and the relation (3.4) we can 
find t,, E (0, TO) such that p(t) > p* and inf,o(u(t, x)) is a negative decreasing 
function when t E [t,, , TO). Let t* E [t,, , TO) be chosen and let x* be a point 
in a such that u(t*, x*) is a negative minimum on 0. (As will be shown in 
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Lemma 3.3 that j u(t, x)1 is bounded whenever 1 p(t)] is bounded. This 
insures that / u(t, x)1 < co for all (t, x) E [0, t*] x a). Then as in the proof 
of Lemma 2.1, we have x* E Q and 
z&&*, x*) = 0, &7&*, x*1 %<r,(t*, x*) a 0. (35) 
Using the relation (3.5) and the first equation in (l.l), we have 
u,(t”, x*) 3 f(t*, x*, up*, x*1, p(t*)). (3.6) 
This is a contradiction since the left side of (3.6) is negative while the right 
side is positive in view of the Condition (1.4) in (H,). This proves that p(t) 
must be bounded on [0, T]. Finally from the second equation in (1 .l) and 
the bounded property of p(t) we conclude that Ci(t) must also be bounded 
on [O, T]. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
In order to show the bounded property of u(t, x), we need the following 
lemma which is similar to that given in [lo] but in an improved form. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let u(t, x) E C(n) and let (to, x0) be any point in [0, T) x Sz 
such that u,(t, , x,,) exists. Then the right derivative of j u(t, ~$1 exists at t = to 
and 
I et3 3 %)I f  (I 44 %)l)t=t, = qt, , x0) u&o 9 x0). (3.7) 
Proof. The proof is similar to that given in [IO]. Here we give a simplified 
proof in the present form as follows. For each S > 0, the inequality 
8-l /[I aJ + SYXO)l - I u(t, > %Jll - [I 4tcl > x0) + Mel 5 %)I - I el 3 %81[ 
< 6-l ! q, + 6, x0) - ff(t, , xg) - Sut(t, , x0)1 
implies that 
Since (3.7) holds for \ u(t, , x,)1 = 0, we need only to consider the case 
\ u(& , x0)1 # 0. Now if u(t, , x0) > 0, then for sufficiently small 6, 
and thus, 
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Similarly if u(ts , x0) < 0 then, 
@-Yl 60 > x0) + %(to ; %)I - I aJ , %)I) = -%(t, , x0). 
It follows from (3.8)-(3.10) that 
(3.10) 
f (I 44 x~)l)t=t, = w44to , x0)) ut(to , x0) = , $;$, u,(t, , x0), 
which is equivalent to (3.7). 
LEMMA 3.3. If (u(t, x), Cl(t),..., C,(t),p(t)} is a solution of the problem 
(1 .l)-(1.3) and if (H,) holds, then u(t, x) is bounded on D by some constant ICI . 
Proof. Let to E [0, 2’) b e an arbitrary fixed point and let x0 ED be a 
corresponding point such that (1 u(to)llQ = ( u(to , x,)1 . In view of the boundary 
condition (1.2), we have x,, E a. By Lemma 3.2, 
I UP0 > x0)1 f (I 4to > x0)1) 
= “(to , x0) f adto , x0> %&to , x0> + f WO , x0> u,,(to , x0) 
i,j=l i=l 
+ Go 9 x0) UP0 9 x0) + f(t, , x0 , u(to , x0>, p(to)> 
I 
- 
With to fixed, the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.1 shows that (2.19) still 
holds. Using the relation (2.19) in the above equation leads to 
I 4to > xo)l (d+W) (I 4to 9 xo)l) ‘k I u(to 3 x,)1 I Ato 9 xo 9 UP, > xo), &,))I . 
(3.11) 
Since by the hypothesis (1.5) with u2 = p, = 0, 
I.04 4 u9 P>I \< If(C x> 0, w + PO * I + I P I>, 
and since by Lemma 3.1, 1 p(t)/ < K, on [0, T], we obtain from (3.11) that 
I Nto 9 xo)l V+l4 (I Wo 3 xo)l) < I @o 9 xo)l (P I @(to 3 xo)l + Ko), (3.12) 
where K, is a constant independent of (t, x). Now if jl u(to)lla # 0, we can 
divide (3.12) by I u(to , x0)] and write the resulting inequality in the form 
2 [(I u(to , x0)1 + K,p-l) e-‘tol -c 0. (3.13) 
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Notice that the usual rules of differentiation hold for right derivatives of a 
continuous function. The relation in (3.13) shows that the function 
(1 U(t, x0)1 + Kap-l) e+ is nonincreasing in some interval [to , tr] (tl > to). 
Since this is true for every t, E [0, 2’) (and a corresponding x0 E In with 
/j u(tJ], = / u(t,, , x,)1) whenever I] u(t,)ljn # 0, we conclude by starting 
from t, = 0 that 
(II 4%2 + &rl) e-at B II + IIt2 + Kd 
or equivalently, 
This proves that ( u(t, x)I is bounded on D by K1 , where 
Kl 3 eoT I/ + I(* + Kop-l(ePr - 1). 
With the results in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, we are now in a position to show 
the existence of a solution to the original problem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that (Hi), (H,) hold. Then by choosing M, > &K, , 
M, > K, in the definition of&q, p), where KI , K, are given in Lemmas 3.1 and 
3.3, respectively, the solution 0 = (ti, (?I ,..., C?,,, ,$) of the modified problem 
given in Theorem 2.2 is the unique solution of the original problem (l.lt(1.3). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, the modified problem (1.1)-(1.3) has a unique 
solution 0 = (zi, Q, ,..., e,, 8). Since by definition &q, p) = g(q, p) when 
1 q [ < M, , j p 1 < M, , it suffices to show that 
1 lj(t)l Z II R 44 W, 4 dx B Ml , I h(t)1 G M, (t E [0, T]). (3.15) 
Suppose that (3.15) does not hold for some t in [0, T]. Then there exists a 
$rst T* E (0, T] such that either ( (i(T*)l = MI or / j(T*)l = M, . Consider 
the case where / j(T*)( = MS while ( d(T*)/ < MI . By continuity, there 
exists t* E (0, T*) such that K, + E < j j(t)\ < M, and 1 d(t)1 < MI for 
$ E [t*, T*], where 0 < l < Mz - K, . This implies that g@, $) = g(& $) 
and thus g(t), j(t) must satisfy the original problem (l.l)-(1.3) for t E (0, T*]. 
However, by Lemma 3.1, j(t) is bounded by KS and, in particular, / j(t)] < K2 
for t E [t*, T*]; we thus obtain a contradiction. In case T* is the first value 
$n (0, T] such that 1 g(T*)I = MI , then a similar argument as above using 
Lemma 3.3 instead of Lemma 3.1 also leads to a contradiction. This proves 
43.15) and thus 0 is the unique solution of the original problem (1.1)-(1.3). 
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Remark 3.1. In case the nonlinear function f (t, x, u, p) only satisfies a 
local Lipschitz condition in a neighborhood of (&pa), then by defining a 
modification for f similar to that for g, the solution .?? = (zi, CI ,..., C, , $) 
of the corresponding modified problem is a “local solution” of the original 
problem for as long as (ti,$) remains in that neighborhood. Under some 
additional conditions on f it is possible to show that 0 is the unique solution 
of the original problem for all (t, X) E D. (For the case where f is independent 
of p, i.e., the system is uncoupled, see [lo]). 
Even though the modified solution fi(t, x) given in Theorem 2.2 is the 
unique solution of the original problem, it does not necessarily mean that 
each approximation U(“) obtained from the system (2.38)-(2&I) is an approx- 
imate solution of the original problem. Therefore, in the construction of the 
solution 6 for the problem (1 .I)-( 1.3) it is sometimes necessary to use 
&I, P) (rather As P)) in the system (2.38)-(2.40). As we remarked earlier 
that if the Green’s function of the corresponding linear problem is known, 
then the sequence {z@, Cik),..., C$, PC”)) determined from the system 
(2.38)-(2&l) can be explicitly given, Consider, for example, the case where 
(so that I’, is empty). Then the solution of the equation 
ut - V2u = h(t, x) (4 4 E D, (3.16) 
subjecting to the boundary and initial conditions (1.2), (1.3) is given by 
u(t, 4 = j-)- W, x I 7, Z) 47, 4) d4 d7 + j- G(t, x I 0, 6) 4(f) df, (3.17) 
0 R" R" 
where 
G’(t) x I 7) 0 = Ih~~t~T~j&2 exp ( 
IX-512 - 1 4(t - T) ’ (3.18) 
and H is the Heaviside function. By letting 
h(t, x) = f (t, x, u(k-yt, x), p’“-“(t)) 
in (3.17), we obtain an explicit formula for the approximation 0 which ia 
given by 
U(')(t, X) = J's G(t, x 1 T, 6) f (T, 4, d-(7, .$, p’“-“(T)) d[ dr 
0 R" 
+J W, x I 0, 0 6(1) d-t, k = 1, 2,.... 
R" 
(3.191 
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$ince from the second and third equations in (2.38) the functions Cjk) and p(“) 
are given by 
(T?‘(t) = Cio + (/3,/t) jotpck-‘+) dr - hi jot C?-‘)(T) dT, k = 1, 2,..., 
(3.20) 
pck’(t) = p, - j” [J(q’k-l’(~),p’“-l’(~)) - (/3/t++“-“(7) + f A&‘+)]dT. 
0 i=l 
We see that the sequence {utk), C:‘),..., C$), pck)} can be calculated from 
(3.19) (3.20) by straightforward integrations. Notice that in the formula 
(3.20) the function j (rather than g) is used. The above example includes the 
problem (0.1) (0.2) as a special case with n = 1, 
f(4 x9 u, PI = 64 (P(t) - p*)* 
4. THE PROBLEM WITHOUT DELAYED NEUTRONS 
In this section we discuss the existence and the construction of a solution 
for the system (1.7) (1.8), (1.2) by following the same approach as for the 
system (1. I)-( 1.3). As in the previous section we assume that the hypotheses 
(H,), (H,) hold. Then by letting us = e-4, u1 = e+p, the system (1.7) 
(1.8) (1.2) becomes 
where 
or1(t, x) gf- + a&, x) 240 = 0, (t E (0, Tl, x E T,) 
lim ~(t, X) = 0, (t E (0, TI) s+r, 
uo(O, 4 = $(x), %P) = PO (x E Q), 
fob0 9 ul) (t, x) = e+Y (t, x, eYtuo(t, x), eYtffl(t)), 
fi(uo , ul) (t) = -e-%(e%o(~), e%(t)), 




Let X = C(D) x C(J) be the underlying Banach space and define opera- 
torsA,FinXby 
AU = (Aouo ,A,4 (u = (uo ,111) E WW, 
F( W = (h&o 2 4,fduo ,uJ) (U=(uo,u,)EX), 
(4.5) 
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where A, , A, are defined in (2.10) with D(A,), D(A,) given by (2.11) (for 
m = 0) and D(A) = D(A,) x D(A,). Then the system (4.1)-(4.3) is reduced 
to an operator equation 
AU =F(U) (UED(A)) (4.61 
in the Banach space X. Define &, p) by (2.25) and set 
.&u, ,4 (t) = -e-~t~(e970(~>, e%(t)), 
WJ) 0,4 = (fo(uo > 3) (6 w&o > %) w (4.7) 
Since for any WI = (r4+ , w,), W, = (WI , q.) in X, 
rlf;cw - Lw2)II.l G &Ml II ~1 - 01 IID + Mz II wz - ~2 IL 
in view of the modification d, we have from (H,) that 
Il@G) - flW2)llx G (P + GM,) II “1 - a, IID + (P + M2) II 532 - ~2 lb 
G K* II WI - w2 I/x 9 (4.8) 
where 
K* = max{p, + &Ml , p. + M2). (4.9) 
On the other hand, from the Condition (2.17) in Lemma 2.1 and the proof of 
Lemma 2.2, it is easily seen that A-l exists and 
II .@W, - A-lW2 Ilx ,< 7-l II WI - W2 l/x Wl Y w2 E wu)* (4.10) 
The above inequality together with (4.8) implies that 
II A+( W,) - A-1~(3(2)llx < y-=* II K - W2 Ilx Wl, w2 E s x C(J)) 
This shows that for any choice of y > K* in the definition of A,, A, the 
operator A-IF is a contraction mapping on S x C(J). Therefore, given 
U(O) = (tii’), ~1”)) E S x C(j) the sequence {tP} = {z@), I@)} determined 
recursively from 
U(k) = J&q (-p-l’) (k = 1, 2,...), (4.11) 
converges to a unique function U = (u. , UJ E S x C(J) such that 
U = A-Ifi( that is, U E D(A) and AU =p(U). Since (4.11) is equivalent 
to the equation 
(Uf’)t - (L - y) UF’ = fo(l&“, “f+l)) (t, x) 
(ul”‘)’ + yzp = j&p, up) (t) I 
k = 1 2 9 ,***, (4.12) 
subject to the boundary and initial conditions (2.8), (2.9) (with m = 0), we 
obtain the following conclusion. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Assume that (H,), (Ha) hold. Then for any y  > K*, the 
seguence {W)} = (u. , u1 } @) w determined from (4.12), (2.8), (2.9) (with m = 0) 
converges to a unique solution U = (u,, , ul) of the modijed problem (4.1)-(4.3) 
(i.e., with fi replaced by f,). Furthermore, 
11 U’“’ - u Ijx < [K*/(y - K*)] (K*/y)“-1 I/ U(l) - U(O) lIx ) h = I, 2,.... 
(4.13) 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 is the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that (H,), (Ha) hold. Then the sequence {zP,pck)} 
determined from the system 
(k) 
ut 
- Lu(“) = f  (t, x, u(k--l), ~(~-1)) 
(p(k))r = -j(4’L-l’, p(k-l)) 
I 
R = I, 2,..., (4.14) 
under the boundary and initial conditions (2.39), (2.40) (with m = 0) converges 
to a unique solution (a, 6) of the “modi$ed problem” (1.7) (1.8), (1.2) (i.e., with 
g rGpbed by J). 
To show the existence of a solution for the original problem (1.7), (1.8) 
(1.2) we need to choose some constants MI , M, in the definition of j(q, p) 
and show that the solution (22, j) given in Theorem 4.2 satisfies the condition 
1 Jo w(x) t2(t, 3) dx 1 < MI , 1 j(t)1 < n/r, for t E [0, T]. I f  this can be done, 
then {zi, j} is the unique solution of the original problem. To accomplish 
this we observe from the second equation in (1.7) that if (u(t, x), p(t)) is a 
solution of (1.7), (1.8), (1.2) then, 
P(t) = PO exp (- Iot q(s) ds) > 0, 
and thus the existence of constants Kr , K, such that / u(t, x)1 < Kr , 
1 p(t)1 < K, for (t, X) E D follows from the same arguments as in the proofs 
of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3. This observation leads to the following existence 
theorem for the problem (1.7), (1.8), (1.2). 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that (H,), (Ha) hold. Then by choosing MI > 6X, , 
M, > K, , the solution (22, j} given in Theorem 4.2 is the unique solution of the 
or&kzZ problem (1.7), (1.8), (1.2). 
Proof. Since &u, p) = g(u, p) whenever / u I < MI , 1 p 1 < M, , it 
au&es to show that 1 d(t, %)I < MI, 1 j(t)] < n/r, for (t, X) E B. But this 
follows from the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
The results in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 insure that if the constants MI , M, 
in the definition of &q,p) are chosen sufficiently large, then the sequence 
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{zP), pck)) determined from (4.14), (2.39), (2.40) converges to a unique solu- 
tion of the problem (1.7), (1.8), (1.2). In the special case of Lu = V%, 4 = R” 
this sequence can be constructed from the formula (3.19) for the approxima- 
tions u(k) and the formula 
p(k)(t) = p, - j-ot&n’““(~), p’“-“(T)) dT (k = 1, 2,...), (4.15) 
for the approximations ~(~1. 
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